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Reviewer’s report:

This is interesting and clinically important topic that validate new score for prediction of hospital associated Clostridium difficile infection.

This study has reasonable number of patients for screening but has low incidence of CDI (only 2.4%), thus, only 185 episodes of CDI were include to evaluated the performance of Chronic Disease Score-Infectious Disease (CDS-ID)

Major comments

1. The authors should be describe the impact or idea for evaluate CSD-ID in CDI when compare in previous studies validate this score in VRE and MRSA patients.
2. CDI defined as detection of C. difficile toxin in an unformed stool. How about the other test or investigation such as colonoscope or pathology finding. What is the false positive or false negative in this test?
3. Why the author validate age with CDI
4. CDS-ID and CDS-ID with age have the AUC 0.653 and 0.681, respectively. This is the appropriate score for discriminate CDI patients, the author should be discuss in this point.
5. Why high risk antibiotics has not effect in predicted CDI? (Table 3)
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